Purpose: We investigated claims that specific language impairment (SLI) typically arises from nonspeech auditory deficits by measuring tone-in-noise thresholds in a relatively homogeneous SLI subgroup exhibiting a primary deficit restricted to grammar (Grammatical[G]-SLI). Method: Fourteen children (mostly teenagers) with G-SLI were compared to age-, vocabulary-, and grammar-matched control children on their abilities to detect a brief tone in quiet and in the presence of a masking noise. The tone occurred either simultaneously with the noise or just preceding it (backward masking). Maskers with and without a spectral notch allowed estimates of frequency selectivity. Results: Group thresholds for the G-SLI children were never worse than those obtained for younger controls but were higher in both backward and simultaneous masking than in age-matched controls. However, more than half of the G-SLI group (8/14) were within age-appropriate limits for all thresholds. Frequency selectivity in the G-SLI group was normal. Within control and G-SLI groups, no threshold correlated with measures of vocabulary, grammar, or phonology. Nor did the language deficit in the G-SLI children vary with the presence or absence of auditory deficits. Conclusion: The auditory processing deficits sometimes found in children with SLI appear unlikely to cause or maintain the language impairment.
S pecific language impairment (SLI) is a developmental disorder affecting about 7% of the population, in which language acquisition is impaired in an otherwise apparently typically developing (TD) child (Bishop, 1997; Leonard, 1998) . Two general types of explanations have been popular in attempting to account for SLI. The first posits that SLI arises from linguistic deficits (the domain-specific view), in particular in systems and processes relating to grammar: syntax, morphology, and possibly phonology, too (Rice, 2003; van der Lely, 2005; van der Lely & Battell, 2003; van der Lely, Rosen, & McClelland, 1998) . In contrast to this is a domain-general explanation, inspired by earlier work of Efron (1963) , that impaired auditory processing is the core deficit of SLI (Tallal & Piercy, 1973a , 1973b , 1974 , 1975 . This view posits that an auditory deficit (especially affecting the perception of rapidly changing or transient sounds) causes impoverished input to the developing language system, leading to impaired speech perception, poor phonological representations and processing, and in turn poor language acquisition. Our focus here will be to evaluate this latter hypothesis-in particular, the extent to which an auditory deficit of a particular kind is evident in teenagers with persisting SLI.
There are at least two main reasons for the recent upsurge of interest in the auditory explanation for SLI. First is the development and application of a computerrun rehabilitation program that claimed remarkable results in ameliorating SLI primarily through improving auditory processing (Merzenich et al., 1996; Tallal et al., 1996) . Second is the demonstration of a profound auditory deficit in SLI children using a more-or-less standard psychoacoustic task: backward masking. Wright et al. (1997) investigated the degree of masking obtained for a variety of temporal and spectral relationships between a noise masker and a short probe tone. Most strikingly, although the SLI children were claimed to have normal thresholds for simultaneous masking (when the probe is temporally in the middle of the masker) and forward masking (when the probe follows the masker), they were dramatically impaired in backward masking (when the probe precedes the masker). In this last condition, there was no overlap between the performance of the two groups, with a greater than 40 dB difference in median thresholds.
Not only did backward masking lead to such spectacular differences in thresholds, it also promised a clearer theoretical link between the nonspeech and speech discrimination deficits. If later arriving sounds can perceptually interfere with recently arriving earlier ones, it is easy to see why performance in the tasks of Tallal and Piercy (1973a) would only be impaired for short interstimulus intervals. It also leads naturally to the explanation of why discriminating a /ba/-/da/ contrast (as demonstrated by Tallal & Piercy, 1974) would be difficult, insofar as the following vowel might be expected to exert backward masking on the initial distinctive formant transitions.
However, no other study of backward masking has found such a striking difference in thresholds. Marler, Champlin, and Gillam (2002) found significantly higher backward-masked thresholds in a group of children with language impairment compared to controls but with considerable overlap in obtained thresholds. The only other reports of relatively high thresholds in backward masking in people with developmental language disorders concern dyslexia. Dyslexia too has been claimed to arise from impaired auditory processing (but with no account of why the same auditory deficit leads to dyslexia in some children but SLI in others; Tallal, 1980) . Rosen and Manganari (2001) reported a group difference (with overlapping distributions) in backward masking between dyslexic and control teenagers in the absence of differences in forward and simultaneous masking. Montgomery, Morris, Sevcik, and Clarkson (2005) reported a similar result for 7-to 10-year-old dyslexic children and controls. Even stronger evidence against the domain-general hypothesis has been reported. A large study of dyslexic adults found them to have normal performance in backward masking even though they were impaired in other auditory tasks (Ahissar, Protopapas, Reid, & Merzenich, 2000) . Particularly relevant to our current focus, Bishop, Carlyon, Deeks, and Bishop (1999) found no significant differences in backward masking performance for 8-to 11-year-old languageimpaired twins compared to normally developing control twins matched for age and nonverbal IQ.
At least one other finding of Wright et al. (1997) requires comment. As backward masking has long been claimed to rely much more heavily on central auditory processes than forward or simultaneous masking (Elliott, 1962 (Elliott, , 1971 Puleo & Pastore, 1980) , an association with language disorders, also presumed to occur from a central deficit, appears plausible. But Wright et al. also reported (without statistical backing) that control children showed a greater difference in thresholds between a broadband and notched noise in simultaneous masking than did the SLI children. Such a result is perplexing because this difference in thresholds is presumed to reflect the operation of a frequency selective mechanism in the cochlea at the very periphery of the auditory system (Rosen, Baker, & Darling, 1998) , where SLI children would not be expected to exhibit any disorder. To complicate matters further, this index of frequency selectivity differed less between the two groups under conditions of forward masking, even though the same peripheral frequency analysis is thought to underlie it.
In an attempt to clarify the situation, we measured thresholds in simultaneous and backward masking with broadband and notched noises in TD children and a subgroup of SLI children characterized as having Grammatical(G)-SLI. van der Lely and colleagues have claimed, on the basis of extensive investigations, that G-SLI children have a relatively pure developmental domainspecific persistent deficit in the grammatical components of language-syntax, morphology, and phonology-core to the human language faculty (Marshall, Ebbels, Harris, & van der Lely, 2002; van der Lely, 2005; van der Lely & Battell, 2003) . Such children therefore provide a unique testing ground for the claim that auditory deficits underlie all forms of SLI.
We also assessed the language skills of the participants in three main ways. Two of these, for grammar and vocabulary, use standardized tests: the Test of Reception of Grammar (TROG; Bishop, 1983 ) and the British Picture Vocabulary Scales (BPVS; Dunn, Dunn, Whetton, & Pintilie, 1982) . However, the auditory deficit hypothesis implies a more direct link between auditory and phonological skills than with other language skills. Therefore, we also evaluated phonological abilities with a new nonword repetition task that systematically varies phonological complexity (Gallon, Harris, & van der Lely, 2007; van der Lely & Harris, 1999) .
In addition to the obvious control group of age-and nonverbal IQ-matched TD children, we also used the fairly standard approach of assessing TD children matched to the G-SLI participants in language performance. In fact, because language skills develop asynchronously in the G-SLI group, we assessed two younger TD groups, one matched on grammar and one on vocabulary. Having such an extensive group of TD children also allowed the exploration of the role of auditory skills in language development in TD children, apart from the role they might play in the genesis of SLI.
This study thus allowed us to investigate a number of issues:
1. To what extent do G-SLI listeners exhibit higher thresholds in a backward masking task than do children who are developing language normally?
2. If auditory deficits cause G-SLI, as the domaingeneral approach claims, then there should be a fairly uniform deficit for the G-SLI group. We should also expect a correlation between the severity of the auditory deficit and the severity of the language problems, especially in phonology.
3. If auditory deficits are associated with, but do not cause G-SLI, then we might expect to see deficits in a subgroup of G-SLI children. No correlations between the severity of the auditory deficit and the severity of the language problems would be further evidence against a causal link, but even significant correlations would not be strong evidence of causality.
4. G-SLI listeners performing better or worse than their language-matched controls, indicating weak links between auditory performance and grammatical development, will be taken as evidence against a strong causal role for auditory processing deficits in the genesis of G-SLI. But equivalent performance is difficult to interpret. It could be that language experience influences auditory processing skills as much as the other way around.
5. G-SLI listeners performing comparably to age-matched controls would rule out any role for a persisting auditory deficit in the maintenance of SLI.
In addition to these general questions, we can also answer more specific questions about the nature of any auditory deficits found: (a) If auditory deficits involve a specific difficulty in temporal analysis, we would expect deficits to be evident for backward but not for simultaneous masking, and (b) if G-SLI listeners have normal peripheral auditory processing, measures of frequency selectivity should not differ among the groups. Lely et al., 1998; van der Lely, Rosen, & Adlard, 2004) . All showed a significant impairment (more than 1.5 SDs below the mean) on one or more standardized tests of grammar assessing comprehension and expression, and their vocabulary knowledge too was impaired. Furthermore, on two assessments of aspects of grammar core to their deficit (verb tense and agreement and passive sentences), they exhibited an error rate greater than 20% when virtually no errors would be expected after the age of 5 or younger in TD children (van der Lely, 1996a (van der Lely, , 1996b (van der Lely, , 1999 . However, they were of average nonverbal intelligence as measured by Raven's Progressive Matrices and the block design subtest of the British Ability Scales (BAS; Elliott, Murray, & Pearson, 1978) . They showed no abnormalities in other aspects of their development nor did any have a hearing impairment.
A further 14 children (mean age of 16;2) served as chronological age-and nonverbal IQ-matched controls (CA). Two groups of younger children developing language normally were matched to the G-SLI participants on different language tests. Because different language components develop asynchronously in SLI children, we adopted a now well-tested strategy of matching on different aspects of language. Consistent with our previous studies, the most pertinent linguistic levels for this disorder are measures of vocabulary, expressive morphology, and syntax (via sentence understanding). The younger, language ability control group (LA1) consisted of 11 children (mean age of 8;2) whose raw scores on two tests of grammar did not differ statistically ( p > .15) from those of the G-SLI participants (the TROG and the Grammatical Closure subtest of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities [ ITPA; Kirk, McCarthy, & Kirk, 1968] ). A further 12 children, the LA2 controls (mean age of 9;3), were matched to the G-SLI participants on single word vocabulary raw scores (BPVS, with p > .8). Note that in TD children, there is a strong correlation (.60-.79) between vocabulary scores and nonverbal IQ tasks (Dunn et al., 1982; Elliott, 1983) . Therefore we can also take the BPVS scores as an approximate measure of these children's nonverbal abilities. Most of the participants in this study (in all four groups) also participated in a separate study of auditory discrimination abilities (van der . Informed consent for all was obtained by written parental permission.
Measures of language ability. Two standardized measures of language ability, the TROG and BPVS, were available for all the participants and so could be used to explore relations between language and auditory skills.
Due to the special role of phonological processing in the auditory deficits hypothesis, we also assessed participants using a nonword repetition task, as these are known to be sensitive to phonological problems. The Test of Phonological Structure (TOPhS; Gallon et al., 2007; van der Lely & Harris, 1999) is different from other similar tasks in systematically varying the phonological structure of the test items (van der Lely, 2004) . Scores are expressed as the number of words correctly repeated out of a total of 96. The TOPhs was administered during the same time period as the auditory tests (within 2-3 months), whereas the two standardized measures of language ability were administered within a prior 6-to 18-month period. Previous test/retest scores using the standardized measures with delays of over 2 years have revealed hardly any change over time for children of this age. Indeed, a recent study of 6 G-SLI children over some 12 years from around 9 years old to adulthood revealed a remarkable consistency on core tests of grammar (such as passive sentences and pronominal reference) with no significant changes in scores over this long time period (Tang, 2004) . Such consistency is also evident in our work that has reported results from the same children over many years (see, e.g., van der Lely, 1996a (see, e.g., van der Lely, , 1997 van der Lely & Stollwerck, 1997) .
Measurements of probe tone thresholds. Thresholds for a short probe tone were determined in three main Note. Also shown are the means and standard deviations (in parentheses) from all four groups tested. The scores from the block design, British Picture Vocabulary Scales (BPVS), and Test of Reception of Grammar (TROG) are standardized to the age of the participant, whereas the Test of Phonological Structure (TOPhS) is a raw score. Note that the TOPhS was not applied to the chronological age-and nonverbal IQ-matched control (CA) group, as children of that age are typically at ceiling (with scores of 96). TOPhS scores for the two younger, language ability control groups (statistically indistinguishable at p > .8) were combined for a total of 14 listeners (8 LA1 and 6 LA2).
conditions: in quiet, in simultaneous masking, and in backward masking. The tasks were modeled closely on those described by Wright et al. (1997) , with identical stimuli but some differences in the adaptive tracking procedure. Note that better performance is indicated by lower probe tone thresholds.
Measurements were made monaurally in the right ear over Sennheiser HD475 headphones using a twointerval two-alternative forced-choice task. A maximumlikelihood adaptive procedure was used to track 90% correct by varying the level of the 20-ms 1-kHz sinusoidal probe tone. The probe was allowed to change by a maximum of 8.6 dB between trials to allow the listener a few trials at the start of the session in which the probe was clearly audible. For the masking conditions, two 300-ms bursts of masking noise were presented on each trial with a 340-ms interstimulus interval. Masking noises were bandpass (0.6-1.4 kHz) at a spectrum level of 40 dB SPL. The 20-ms probe tone could occur either simultaneously with the masking noise (200 ms after masker onset: simultaneous masking) or with its onset 20 ms prior to the start of the masker (backward masking). Thus, in backward masking, there was no overlap between the probe tone and the masker (nonsimultaneous masking). All stimuli were gated on and off with 10-ms cosinesquared envelopes.
The listener sat in front of a computer monitor, which presented two cartoon faces, side by side. At the start of the trial, both of these had closed mouths. The mouth of the cartoon face on the left side opened and closed in synchrony with the first observation interval, whereas the mouth of the cartoon on the right side opened and closed in synchrony with the second observation interval. The probe tone occurred along with one of the noise bursts. The listener indicated which of the noise bursts was associated with the tone by clicking with a mouse on the appropriate cartoon face. Feedback was given by a " happy " or a "sad" face replacing the face chosen, depending upon the correctness of the response.
Listeners were first acquainted with the experimental situation by being tested twice with the probe tone in quiet. This provided training for the masking tasks and also established the listener's absolute threshold. Then, two tests of one of the masking conditions (simultaneous or backward) were run, followed by two tests of the other. The order of the two masking conditions was randomized across listeners. Testing for a particular condition was terminated when 2 paired, successive thresholds were within 6 dB. When this criterion was not met, a further 2 thresholds were run until within 6 dB, as long as time was available. Listeners participated in 2-6 threshold determinations per condition, with a mean of 2.5. Most (75%) of the participant/condition combinations required only 2. All tests were performed, with appropriate breaks, in a single session. Results were then summarized by calculating the median for all thresholds obtained. The medians thus calculated were based on 2-6 individual thresholds (after any deletions detailed below), where each threshold was based on 26-36 trials (M = 27.4, SD = 3.1).
During the course of testing, it became apparent that our version of the maximum-likelihood adaptive technique was sensitive to lack of attention, especially during the beginning of the task. In order to minimize the contribution of outlying thresholds, results from each listener and condition were subject to the following procedure: A particular threshold was excised if it was 6 dB higher than any others in the same condition and (a) an error had been made on the first or second trial or (b) only a single error was made during the test. However, thresholds were only excised if there were more than 2 thresholds available in a particular condition. About 5% of all thresholds were excised in this way. In order to minimize the difficulties associated with listener errors on the first or second trial, a modification to the adaptive procedure was implemented, which ignored errors during these trials. This modified procedure was in place for about the last quarter of testing.
Results
Group differences in performance. Box plots of the thresholds obtained in each condition and for each group can be found in Figure 1 . Masking conditions were analyzed separately, both because variability in backward masking tends to be substantially greater than in other conditions and because we were not particularly interested in the extent to which thresholds are different across conditions. (We know, for example, that thresholds will be lowest in quiet.) One-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) showed significant group differences in all three conditions ( p < .02). Planned comparisons using an independent samples t test (allowing for unequal variances when necessary) were performed to determine whether the G-SLI group differed from any of the control groups on each of the three conditions. Of the six comparisons between the G-SLI group and the two younger control groups (LA1 and LA2), only one was significant: in quiet, for LA2, p , .04, with the G-SLI group performing better. Note, though, that the mean threshold for the LA1 group was even poorer than for the LA2 group, but greater variability prevented the difference reaching statistical significance. More importantly, the CA group performed significantly better than the G-SLI group in both simultaneous ( p = .019) and backward masking ( p = .013) but not in quiet ( p = .12). In short, the G-SLI group performed at least as well as the younger controls in all threshold tasks but were inferior performers to the CA group in both simultaneous and backward masking.
To preclude the possibility that differences in the abilities of the different groups of listeners to learn the task were responsible for the differences found, a repeatedmeasures ANOVA was used to determine the extent to which thresholds changed over the first two measurements, for which all listeners provided data. A 4 × 2 analysis (Group × Threshold) for each condition showed none of the interaction terms to be significant, implying that any changes in threshold for the first two tests were the same for all groups of listeners. There was statistical evidence for overall improvements in threshold in simultaneous masking and in quiet (as evidenced by a significant main effect, p < .05), but these changes were small (2.3 and 1.1 dB, respectively). Of course, we cannot say whether extended practice would have resulted in the groups being more (or less) similar, but it seems clear from this analysis that any important differential effects of practice do not seem to be operating over a short time scale.
Individual analyses. It is evident, though, that there is a great deal of overlap among the groups, even for the G-SLI and CA groups. In order to characterize the performance of each individual listener without regard to age, we first quantified how thresholds changed with age in the control listeners. Figure 2 shows the thresholds obtained in each condition as a function of age for the control listeners only, along with the best-fitting lines obtained from linear regressions. All three conditions show clear linear decreases in threshold with age (at least to the p < .02 level) and no statistical evidence of a quadratic trend.
1 Backward-masked thresholds decreased most with age (3 dB per year), followed by thresholds in quiet (0.9 dB/year) and simultaneous masking (0.5 dB/ year). These slopes are reasonably similar to those found in another study when using a similar bandwidth masker (at 3.7, 1.5, and 0.7 dB/year, respectively; Buss, Hall, Grose, & Dev, 1999) and to those of Hartley, Wright, Hogan, and Moore (2000) with identical stimuli and when linear regressions were computed for all listeners aged 6-12 years (4.3 and 1.4 dB/year for backward and simultaneous masking, respectively, excluding one listener with a threshold nearly 4 SDs lower than the rest of the group).
These regressions were used to provide an agecorrected z-residual for each listener in each condition by taking the residual of the linear fits and then dividing by the standard deviation of the raw residuals (calculated separately for each of the three control groups). This resulted in a measure of auditory performance with no correlation with age and a mean and standard deviation close to 0 and 1, respectively. Z-residuals were derived for each of the G-SLI listeners on the basis of results from the controls.
Using these z-residuals, we used the conventional cutoff of z > 1.64 SDs (the poorest performing 5% of the normal population) to calculate the number of listeners in each group exhibiting abnormally poor performance (see Table 3 ). Although a substantial number of G-SLI children do exhibit impaired auditory processing on both simultaneous and backward masking, the majority do not. In fact, 8 of the 14 (57%) performed within normal limits on all the auditory tasks. A scatter plot of the calculated z-scores for simultaneous and backward masking is shown in Figure 3 . Three of the 6 poorly performing G-SLI listeners were poor on both simultaneous and backward masking.
Relationships with measures of language performance. As stated previously, if poor auditory processing is at the root of SLI in these children, we should expect some correspondence between the severity of the auditory and linguistic deficits. In a first look at this possibility, we compared the language performance of the G-SLI listeners with normal masked thresholds (z ≤ 1.64) to those 1 For the threshold in quiet, one of the LA1 listeners had an extreme outlier T statistic more than twice as big as any other in that condition and more than 40% bigger than any other value in the other two regressions. Cook's D (a measure of the influence of a data point on the estimated regression coefficients) was also large, 70% bigger than any other in all three regressions and more than three times bigger than any in the same condition. Therefore, all the thresholds from this listener were excised from the data set, leaving 37 control listeners. For further details of regression diagnostics, see Cook and Weisberg (1999) . Note. Also shown is the number of children in each group who performed poorly on both masking tasks. The expected percentage is 5% for the three single conditions. Figure 3 . A scatter plot of the standardized residuals for simultaneous and backward masking (taking out the effect of age on performance). Reference lines for z = 1.64 are drawn on each axis as criteria for abnormally poor performance. A positive z-residual is used because higher thresholds indicate poorer performance.
who had poor thresholds (z > 1.64). There were no significant differences between the 8 good and 6 poor auditory performers in TROG and BPVS, t(12) < 1.6, p > .14 for both independent samples t tests, and nearly identical scores for the two groups on the ToPhS, comprising 8 good and 5 poor auditory performers, t(11) = -0.002, p = .998. It is also interesting to note that these two groups did not differ on block design, our measure of nonverbal IQ: 7 good and 5 poor auditory performers, t(10) = 0.357, p = .73. (Note that the numbers differ for each test because of missing data; see Table 1 .)
Another way to investigate this supposed link between language and auditory skills is through correlations. Within the G-SLI group, neither BPVS, TROG, ToPhS, nor nonverbal IQ correlated with any of the auditory tasks ( p ≥ .1, with p > .25 for the crucial ToPhS), but there was a fair degree of correlation within the auditory tasks themselves. The z-residuals for backward masking correlated both with those for simultaneous masking (r = .54; p < .05) and in quiet (r = .63; p < .02), whereas the correlation between z-residuals in quiet and for simultaneous masking just missed statistical significance (r = .51; p = .062).
Finally, we might also expect language and auditory performance to be related in the TD children if the auditory skills measured here are crucial for language development or if component language development affects auditory perception. Bivariate correlations were calculated between all three auditory thresholds (expressed as z-residuals) and the two measures of language ability available for the entire control population (TROG and BPVS). Only one correlation was significant, that between BPVS and thresholds in quiet ( p = .04, all others p > .15), but this arose from a single LA2 listener with undue influence on the regression (indicated by a high value of Cook's D). Excising this single data point makes the regression nonsignificant ( p = .21). Similarly, for the 14 LA1 and LA2 control listeners with ToPhS scores (one excised for a score more than 3 SDs lower than the mean), all correlations with auditory thresholds were nonsignificant ( p > .2). Thus, there was no relationship within TD children between auditory and language measures. Note, too, that the variability within the control groups seems broadly comparable to what would be expected in the entire population (standard deviations for the BPVS and TROG being 10.5 and 14.1 when 15 is expected), so the lack of correlation did not arise through a lack of variability in the language scores. Perhaps surprisingly, even the auditory measures themselves were uncorrelated ( p > .19) once the mediating effects of age were accounted for. Nonverbal IQ, too, was uncorrelated with any of the auditory tasks (although only available for the CA group).
Experiment 2: The Effects of a Spectral Notch
As noted previously, there has also been a claim that SLI children suffer from impaired frequency selectivity. In a second testing session, we assessed this claim directly in a smaller number of children by comparing probe thresholds for a bandpass noise with those obtained for a noise with a spectral notch.
Method
Participants. All the participants were drawn from those used in Experiment 1, but fewer were available for this later testing session. The time between the first and second testing sessions varied over periods from a few hours up to 11 months, with a lag of 6-7 months for all the LA2 group. There were 11 children available from each of the G-SLI and LA2 groups but only 3 from the CA group and none from the LA1 group.
Procedure. The stimulus properties and psychophysical procedures were essentially identical to those described for Experiment 1. The only significant difference was that masking noises could either be either bandpass as before (0.6-1.4 kHz) or notched (0.4-0.8 kHz and 1.2-1.6 kHz).
The testing session began with a measurement of absolute threshold in quiet (mostly to reacquaint the listener with the task), followed by two tests in each of three conditions presented in a randomized order: (a) simultaneous masking with a notched noise, (b) backward masking with a notched noise, and (c) backward masking with a bandpass noise. Figure 4 compares the thresholds obtained in backward and simultaneous masking with and without a spectral notch. Note that all thresholds depicted were from the second session of testing, except for simultaneous masking with a bandpass noise, which was only run in the first session. Mindful again of the significantly greater variability in backward masking, separate repeated-measures ANOVAs for the effect of a notch in backward and simultaneous masking revealed significant effects of noise type both for backward ( p < .005) and simultaneous masking ( p < .001) but no effect involving group. Inspection of the box plots suggests that the release from masking with a notched noise is considerably greater for simultaneous than for backward masking. This was confirmed by a paired-samples t test, collapsed across group, on a measure of selectivity from each masking condition (the difference in thresholds for a bandpass and notched noise). The degree of selectivity differed significantly for the two masking conditions ( p < .001).
Results
It thus appears that the degree of frequency selectivity, as indexed by the difference in thresholds for the bandpass and notched noise, did not differ among the groups but was greater for simultaneous masking. Clearly, however, the statistical power of the ANOVA was very weak, with only 3 CA listeners. However, further data concerning selectivity in 21 other teenage CA listeners is available from two other studies. As we show in the Discussion, the selectivity evidenced by those 21 listeners is very similar to the results from the 3 listeners reported here.
Comparison With Previous Studies
Before going on to discuss the implications of our results, it will be useful to summarize the main findings and compare them to previous reports. First, at least partially in agreement with Wright et al. (1997) but quite different from the findings of Bishop et al. (1999) , listeners with SLI had, as a group, higher probe thresholds in backward masking than age-matched controls. Unlike the Wright et al. study, however, in which every SLI child had a higher threshold than every control, there was considerable overlap between our groups. Most G-SLI children performed normally on all the auditory tasks used here. Also in contradiction to Wright et al. is the fact that performance in simultaneous masking distinguished the groups as well as did performance in backward masking.
A Reanalysis of Wright et al.'s (1997) Data
However, a closer look at Wright et al.'s (1997) results suggests that to characterize the deficit displayed by the SLI children as highly specific to backward masking oversimplifies the situation. Figure 5 displays results from Wright et al.'s study, arranged so as to compare most readily, within each condition, the thresholds obtained by the two groups. Note first that the median threshold of the SLI listeners was always higher than that of the controls, in all 8 conditions (4 Masking Configurations × 2 Notches). The extent to which these differences were significant was addressed through a 2 × 2 (Notch × Group) repeated-measures ANOVA 2 for each masker configuration separately (large differences in variability across the conditions preclude a single ANOVA). In no case was the Notch × Group interaction significant ( p > .1), indicating that the effect of the notch was never different for the two listener groups. The notched noise, however, Figure 4 . Box plots comparing the thresholds obtained in bandpass and notched noises in the conditions of backward and simultaneous masking. Thresholds for simultaneous masking in a bandpass noise were determined in the first testing session, but all other thresholds are from the second testing session.
always led to lower thresholds ( p < .01) except in the onset condition ( p > .1). Finally, the effect of group was highly significant for forward and backward masking ( p < .001) and still reached significance for simultaneous masking ( p < .03). Only for the onset condition was the group difference not significant, but this was nearly so ( p = .054).
It is also informative to examine the performance of the listeners in Wright et al. (1997) when they are expressed as standardized residuals as calculated from the statistics of the control listeners, in order to classify each listener's performance as impaired or unimpaired (see Figure 6 ). Again taking a z-score of 1.64 as indicating abnormally poor performance, we see that all SLI, but no CA, listeners were impaired at backward masking. However, although no CA listener was impaired in forward masking, 5 of the SLI listeners were. We would only expect 5% of the population (0.4 of a case on average in a sample this size) to fail this criterion, if the SLI listeners performed similarly to controls. By the binomial test, an outcome this extreme is highly unlikely ( p < 10 -6 ). Even for simultaneous masking, 3 SLI listeners failed the criterion, an event whose probability is also small ( p < .001). One CA listener did fail at simultaneous masking, but this outcome is reasonably consistent with a Gaussian distribution of thresholds ( p , .06). The analysis of residuals thus supports the ANOVA-derived claim above that Wright et al.'s SLI listeners had a deficit in more than backward masking. From this point of view, it is perhaps less surprising that in the present study we found simultaneous masking to distinguish G-SLI listeners from their agematched controls roughly as well as backward masking. But this should not cloud the extent to which backward masking was much more effective in distinguishing SLI children from controls in Wright et al.'s study.
Do High Masked Thresholds Result From Inefficient Processing?
The finding that some SLI listeners may be impaired in more than just backward masking is in agreement with some aspects of the hypothesis put forward by Hartley and Moore (2002) . They argued that the deficit associated with language disorders, at least as evidenced in masking studies, is better characterized as poor processing efficiency as opposed to poor temporal acuity. In this view, some listeners with a language disorder require a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for signal detection at the output of a temporal smearing window than is typical. If this were the case, a deficit should be found for all masking situations but will be harder to detect in some situations than in others. The differences between backward, Figure 5 . Box plots of the data obtained by Wright et al. (1997) comparing the performance of SLI and control children in a variety of masking tasks with a short probe tone, in noises without (0.0) and with (0.2) a spectral notch. "Onset" refers to a condition in which the probe tone started simultaneously with the masker onset; in "forward" masking, the probe appeared immediately after the masker. The other two conditions used temporal configurations identical to those used in this study.
forward, and simultaneous masking are attributed to changes in the level of the probe signal, which then undergoes different degrees of amplitude compression in the cochlea. Therefore, small differences in efficiency at relatively uncompressed high probe levels (typical for simultaneous masking, with group differences more difficult to detect) are expanded for medium probe levels where compression is greatest (typical for backward masking, where the deficit would appear greater).
The model of Hartley and Moore (2002) is extremely parsimonious, perhaps too much so, in that it implies that simultaneous, forward, and backward masking are essentially identical, as opposed to the longstanding claims (mentioned previously) that backward masking appears to involve more central auditory processes. For example, it is difficult to see how such an approach could account for the finding that normal adults exhibit very little forward, but significant backward, masking with maskers contralateral to the probe (Elliott, 1962 (Elliott, , 1971 . On the other hand, the model makes some clear predictions that the performance differences between control and languagedisordered listeners can be readily manipulated by changes in the level of the probe. Therefore, by varying the level of the masker noise, or the temporal separation of the probe and signal, it should be possible to reduce the degree of impairment for the language-disordered listeners in backward masking. Hartley and Moore (2002) have also argued that these same factors may explain the greater degree of variability in backward masking, both within and across listeners. However, this argument cannot be used to support a difference in the statistical reliability of masked thresholds between disordered and normal listener groups across different masker conditions. Because cochlear compression acts as a kind of multiplier of differences in processing efficiency, we would expect not only the absolute difference in threshold across listener groups to vary but also the measurement error. Therefore, we would expect the statistical significance of differences between listener groups to be approximately the same for backward and simultaneous masking, even though the absolute difference was larger for backward masking. Ironically, that is exactly the result reported here, although Hartley and Moore's study was originally aimed at accounting for the claim that significant differences between listener groups are only found in backward masking (as claimed by Wright et al., 1997) .
Masked Thresholds in Control Groups Across Studies
As pointed out by Bishop et al. (1999) , an important part of the striking difference in backward masking performance between the control and SLI groups in Wright et al. (1997) appears to arise from the low thresholds evidenced by that study's control listeners. Figure 7 compares results across a number of studies that used the same stimulus conditions for simultaneous and backward masking as Wright et al. Note first the high degree of consistency across studies in simultaneous masking but the large differences found in backward masking even for similarly aged children. Although Wright et al.'s 8-year-old children do appear to have very low thresholds, such a result has been replicated by Hartley et al., 2000 . However, three studies using essentially identical stimuli have tended to find higher thresholds (i.e., the present study ; Hill, Hartley, Glasberg, Moore, & Moore, 2004; and Vanniasegaram, Cohen, & Rosen, 2004) . Also worth noting are two further studies, which are not displayed in Figure 7 because their methods differed somewhat from the rest. Montgomery et al. (2005) used identical stimuli to Wright et al. (1997) but a singleinterval yes/no procedure to assess 26 TD 7-to 10-year-old children. Thresholds for both backward and simultaneous Figure 6 . Scatter plots of the standardized residuals for thresholds in simultaneous, backward, and forward masking for a bandpass noise reported in Wright et al. (1997) . Reference lines for z = 1.64 are drawn on each axis as criteria for abnormally poor performance.
masking were very similar, with a mean of about 70 dB SPL. This is somewhat low for simultaneous masking (so the procedure does not seem to overestimate thresholds) but closely in line for the backward masked thresholds found in the three studies with higher thresholds. Also, Bishop et al. (1999) tested 8-to 11-year-old TD children and found thresholds in backward masking to average 72 dB SPL on first testing but then drop to about 50 dB SPL in subsequent sessions. These too are relatively high compared with results in Wright et al. and Hartley et al., even though Bishop et al. used a masker level 10 dB lower than all the other studies but with an otherwise identical stimulus configuration. Although thresholds in backward masking would not be expected to change linearly with masker level, we would still expect Bishop et al.'s thresholds to be higher had they used a more intense masker. In short, there appear to be two studies (comprising a total of 26 children) that obtained relatively low thresholds for backward masking in children younger than 10 years old and five studies (with a total of about 86 children) that found high thresholds.
Such variability across studies makes comparisons extremely difficult, and it is difficult to know to what to ascribe such differences. Some possible factors are biases in listener recruitment (Bishop et al., 1999) and differences in methodology and calibration. Given that backward masking is so highly variable even within studies, chance may also be crucial especially when test groups are small.
Measures of Frequency Selectivity
The final crucial difference between the findings of our study and those of Wright et al. (1997) concerns the measure of frequency selectivity as indexed by the difference between thresholds in a bandpass and notched noise. Recall that Wright et al. claimed that their SLI Figure 7 . Box plots comparing the thresholds obtained in backward and simultaneous masking for typically developing (TD) children in a bandpass noise as obtained in a number of different studies. The five boxes with white backgrounds to the left of each panel represent results from TD children aged 7 to 10.5 years (the middle box is missing for simultaneous masking, as Hill et al. [2004] did not test this condition). The four boxes with light gray backgrounds to the right of each panel represent results from teenagers. The mean age of the children tested varies somewhat from study to study. Hartley = Hartley et al., 2000; Wright = Wright et al., 1997 ; VC&R = younger children from Vanniasegaram et al., 2004 ; LA1+2 = the younger control groups from the present study combined; Hill = Hill et al., 2004, backward masking only; R&M:teens = Rosen & Manganari, 2001; VD&R = Vance, Dry, & Rosen, 1999 ; VC&R:teens = older children from Vanniasegaram et al., 2004 ; CA = age-matched controls from the present study.
children exhibited reduced selectivity, especially in simultaneous masking. Although our reanalysis of their data failed to reveal any statistical evidence for this (the effect of the notch was not different for any masking condition for the two listener groups), Figure 8 suggests some evidence for their claim. At the same time, it is clear from the only two other studies to have tested languagedisordered children with a notched noise (this study and that of dyslexic teenagers by Rosen & Manganari, 2001) that frequency selectivity appears not to differ, on average, from that shown by control listeners. Again, it is difficult to explain this discrepancy from Wright et al.'s results. The discrepancy may arise from the differences in the ages of the SLI children tested, the characteristics of the subgroups tested, or by chance. The lack of statistical significance even in Wright et al.'s data implies, in fact, that there is nothing to explain. Language-disordered children do not differ from controls in the degree of frequency selectivity, a predominantly peripherally determined phenomenon.
Discussion
Perhaps the central theoretical issue for the present study to address concerns the extent to which impaired auditory processing can cause SLI. Researchers sympathetic to this point of view will point to the fact that the G-SLI listeners, as a group, performed more poorly than age-matched controls for both masking conditions (see Table 3 and Figure 1 ) and are much more likely than the controls as a whole to evidence some auditory deficit. For example, considering only the two masking tasks, the incidence of poor performance (lowest 5 percentile) on one or both of these is some three times the rate in the G-SLI group (6/14 or nearly 43%) as compared with the control population as a whole (5/37 or 13.5%). Furthermore, G-SLI listeners tended to perform similarly to younger language-matched controls, implying some kind of developmental relationship across domains.
But there are many impediments to this simplistic conclusion. First, most of the G-SLI listeners were within normal limits on both masking tasks (8/14). In fact, all 14 G-SLI listeners used here also participated in a study investigating discrimination performance for isolated single formants differing in initial spectral transitions and in a variant of the original Tallal and Piercy (1973a) task (van der Lely et al., 2004) . Of these, 4 were within normal limits on those auditory tasks in addition to the thresholds measured here. Therefore, nearly 30% of the G-SLI listeners exhibited no signs of an auditory deficit, even using a number of tasks that have been proven to Figure 8 . Box plots comparing the degree of frequency selectivity (the difference in masked thresholds for a bandpass and notched noise) obtained in simultaneous masking from a number of different studies. Higher values imply greater selectivity. TD children are displayed using boxes with white backgrounds and "C:" in the legend; children with language disorders are portrayed with shaded boxes. SRD:R&M = children with specific reading difficulty/dyslexia from Rosen and Manganari (2001) . Legend notation is otherwise as in Figure 7 . Note that SLI children from Wright et al. (1997) appear to have somewhat lower values than those found otherwise. distinguish language-disordered from control listeners in other studies. Furthermore, G-SLI listeners with good and bad auditory performance did not differ in their language abilities, including phonology, nor were there any correlations between auditory and language skills in the G-SLI group; therefore, poor auditory performance does not even appear to exacerbate SLI. It is difficult to see how a theory that posits an auditory deficit as the cause of SLI can handle this complexity unless it is argued that the SLI listeners are of different types. Given that the G-SLI listeners here constitute a much more homogeneous group with respect to their grammar and nonverbal abilities than is typically the case, the claim of a heterogeneous disorder seems harder to defend. Therefore, auditory deficits appear to be associated with SLI but not to cause it.
At least as strong evidence against a proposed auditory cause for language impairment comes from the control listeners, from whom no evidence for a relationship between auditory and language skills was found. That backward masking specifically cannot measure an auditory ability crucial for the development of language is supported by the fact that performance in this task appears to improve after age 10, long after the fundamentals of grammar are meant to be fully developed (Hartley et al., 2000) . Some control listeners also failed one or more auditory tasks yet exhibited normal language skills. Although at a much reduced incidence, some 9 out of 37 (about 24%) control listeners who participated in both the masking and nonspeech discrimination tasks referred to previously performed within the lowest 5 percentile for at least one of the four tasks. Thus, as Bishop et al. (1999) have claimed, an auditory deficit seems neither sufficient nor necessary for a language impairment.
Supposing for the moment that the auditory deficits found here are crucial to the development of language, the exact nature of the deficit is also of great importance. As is well known, Tallal and colleagues have claimed the primacy of a deficit in processing of temporal features, but there is no support for that stance here nor in much of the rest of the literature (for a review, see Rosen, 2003) . In fact, the results here, which show simultaneous as well as backward masking to be impaired in some G-SLI listeners, can be seen to support the notion of Hartley and Moore (2002) . They claim that, insofar as an auditory deficit can be found in some SLI listeners, it is better characterized as an impairment in "processing efficiency" as opposed to temporal analysis. The relation, however, between this narrowly defined notion of processing efficiency and language is far from clear. Furthermore, it must be stressed that Hartley and Moore's model only attempts to characterize any deficit that might exist but does not address the issue of why many SLI listeners appear to have normal auditory processing, whereas some people with normal language have a deficit. Nor does it resolve claims about the extent to which this particular deficit can or cannot account for the language disorder. Perhaps less controversial is the clear evidence that frequency selectivity is not associated with language disorders, a claim consistent with the understanding that this is primarily a peripheral cochlear function, which is not expected to be deficient in SLI listeners.
From our standpoint, among other evidence, the wide variability in auditory skills in the G-SLI group in the face of the relative homogeneity of the language disorder makes the auditory deficit an unlikely explanation for the language problem. The situation appears to be exactly the same in dyslexia. Impaired auditory processing appears to be more common in dyslexics, but far from universal, and causally unrelated to it (Ramus, 2003; Rosen, 2003) .
It could, of course, be argued that an auditory deficit is a crucial factor in language development only for younger children than those studied here, perhaps only in the period when language is developing rapidly, within the first 3 years of life. Clearly, this study cannot address that possibility directly. Even assuming for the moment that such a claim is true, why is it that the auditory deficit resolves in some and not in others? Furthermore, it is hardly consistent with the notion that a language deficit can be remediated primarily through remediation of the auditory deficit (Merzenich et al., 1996; Tallal et al., 1996) . In fact, a recent large randomized controlled trial of such auditory training found it to be ineffective in remediating SLI (Cohen et al., 2005) , as would be consistent with the notion that auditory deficits are not a crucial factor in its genesis.
There is also the distinct possibility that the associations between deficits in language and audition flow the other way, with impaired language processing impacting on the development of nonspeech auditory abilities. The effect of language component learning on auditory perception in people with language disorders has hardly begun. The effect of language component learning on auditory perception in people with language disorders has hardly begun to be studied.
Conclusions
Masked thresholds were measured in a group of teenagers with G-SLI, displaying a relatively homogeneous pattern of language deficits. The teenagers with G-SLI, as a group, were found to exhibit higher thresholds in backward masking than an age-matched control group. Although this might be thought to support the notion of a temporal processing deficit as being an important factor in the genesis of SLI, other aspects of our results prevent such a simple conclusion. First, higher thresholds were also found for simultaneous masking, so the auditory deficit cannot be characterized as a temporal one. At least as importantly, 60% of the G-SLI listeners performed within normal limits on both tasks. Furthermore, within control and G-SLI groups, no auditory threshold correlated with measures of vocabulary, grammar, or phonology. Therefore, the auditory processing deficits we found in some children with SLI appear unlikely to cause or maintain their language impairment.
